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Introduction

For approximately ten years beginning in the early 2000s and ending somewhat soon after the implementation of the America Invents Act (“AIA”) in 2011, all of the “water-cooler talk” was about the expanding patent market and increasing patent values. Since 2011, for business method and software patents, gene patents and medical diagnostic patents, and standard essential patents (“SEP”), the water cooler is no longer full of Kool-Aid and is viewed by some instead as a “glass-half-empty.” These types of patents currently hold a fraction of the transaction and enforcement value they once were perceived to hold because of legislative, judicial, and other recent events to be highlighted in this Article. This phenomenon has resulted in a devaluation of these patent assets in general, if even just because a chilling effect has restricted their owners’ ability—or willingness—to assert or transact for them in the current patent market environment.

A number of large companies holding vast portfolios of these types of patents, or smaller companies relying on business model protection from smaller portfolios, are public companies with corporate disclosure requirements. The requirements include an obligation to disclose to shareholders and other potential investors the value of their assets, any known risks and liabilities, and other material non-public information, including an ongoing obligation to update previously disclosed information. It is manifest that patents,
their use, and enforcement affect shareholder value. It should be manifest, then, that material changes to patent holdings, their usability, and enforceability, as well as known patent risks and license requirements, constitute information that shareholders need. It is not manifest, however, that companies are under any requirement to disclose this information to current and future investors, or that companies perceive any ethical or other obligation to provide more

---


Within the last quarter century, the market value of the S&P 500 companies has deviated greatly from their book value. This “value gap” indicates that physical and financial accountable assets reflected on a company’s balance sheet comprises less than 20% of the true value of the average firm . . . . Our further research shows that a significant portion of this intangible value is represented by patented technology.

Id.
information about these assets or risks other than blanket and boilerplate statements in their disclosures.

This Article identifies the general devaluation and/or increased risk of invalidation of these types of patents only as an example of information that could be important to shareholders. It then describes the impact this devaluation and known patent liabilities could have on corporate value, presents the requirements for particular companies to disclose patent information to shareholders and policy reasons for strengthening these requirements, and proposes that public companies could do more—or could be required to do more—to limit their risk and increase information transparency to investors.

Part I of this Article outlines the recent events that have devalued business method and software patents, gene and medical diagnostic patents, and SEPs. Part II utilizes filtered patent issuance and acquisition data to identify entities that have large or significant holdings of such patents, and explains the impact these occurrences could have on these entities. Emphasis will additionally be given to particular acquisitions by public companies, especially those that were disclosed to investors either through a Securities Exchange Commission (“SEC”) filing, press release, or public analyst call. Part III will describe the public disclosure requirements of public companies related to patent assets and the procedures that must be taken to comply with those requirements. This Part will also discuss the policy reasons for carefully considering patent-related disclosures and justifications for requiring additional disclosures related to certain patent information, including potential patent risks and liabilities, such as known licensing obligations otherwise not discoverable by investors. Part IV will review the activities of those entities identified in Part II to provide commentary on those activities in light of the requirements discussed in Part III. Part IV will conclude that current practices may not leave such companies susceptible to risk of statutory penalty or shareholder suit under current precedent and court interpretation of the requirements. Yet, there are defensible reasons for requiring additional patent information disclosures to protect shareholders. Because shareholders are now “awakening” to the importance of pa-
tent information, it may be best for both shareholders and corporations to increase the required disclosures.

I. Emergence of a Constricted Patent Market

As I pointed out in a previous publication, four times more patent applications were filed in 2012 than in 1975. This resulted in an increased focus on intellectual property (“IP”) protection and enforcement, which is evidenced by the steady rise in patent litigation since 1990. Patent litigation saw an unprecedented thirty percent increase in filings in 2012 to reach 5,000 patent suits filed in a year for the first time in history. The pattern of increased patent and litigation filings also drove new strategic activity in the patent market, highlighted by privateering and collaborative ventures meant to create anonymous network effects and third-party beneficiary advantages to extract value. For example, in January 2012, wireless firm Adaptix sold more than 200 patents to patent licens-

---

4 See id.
In July 2012, Fujifilm sold 1,200 patents to patent licensing and technology firm Universal Display. On December 16, 2013, Panasonic sold 900 patents to patent licensing firm Wi-Lan, and on January 6, 2014, it sold 500 additional patents to patent licensing firm Inventergy. Nokia has sold its patents to various licensing agent firms more than twenty times since 2008. These represent just a fraction of the similar deals consummated in the past five years. Moreover, AT&T, among other companies, has developed webpages dedicated to offering certain of its patents for sale. To capture defensive value through a network effect, companies have signed up in large droves to join the memberships of companies such as RPX Corporation, Allied Security Trust, or Unified Patents. A goal of all of these activities, it seems, is to maintain brand reputation by limiting identity discovery and blowback, while still generating monetary return and/or clearing the market of risk.

For certain types of patents, however, the abovementioned pattern has stopped. These include business method and software patents.
tents, gene patents, medical diagnostic patents, and SEPs. These types of patents have been devalued by a storm of events since 2011 including new legislation and its impact, proposed legislation and its chilling effect, lobbying efforts and their narrative’s uptake, judicial opinions and their downstream application, and a significant standard setting organization’s (“SSO”) patent policy changes. Specifically, the validity and enforceability of these types of patents have been limited by (1) the federal courts’ application of Supreme Court opinions in Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank International,16 Association for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics, Inc.,17 and Mayo Collaborative Sources v. Prometheus Labs, Inc.;18 (2) the implementation of the AIA’s inter partes review (“IPR”) system;19 (3) the proposed Innovation Act and other similar bills to reform patent eligibility and enforcement;20 (4) the efforts of “super-coalition” lobbyist organizations such as United for Patent Reform;21 and (5) a string of court decisions determining a reasonable and non-discriminatory (“RAND”) rate for licensing SEPs, capped by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers’ (“IEEE”) recent IP policy change heeding the calls of technology standard implementers to codify those decisions.22 The sudden impact on the validity and enforceability of these types of patents has, without question, negatively affected their value in the current environment in terms of transaction value and ability to exclude competitors from practicing those inventions.

17 133 S. Ct. 2107 (2013).
18 132 S. Ct. 1289 (2012); see infra Part I.A.
19 See infra Part I.B.
22 See infra Part I.D.
A. The Supreme Court’s Holdings and Their Application by Lower Courts

For nearly thirty years prior to 2010, the U.S. Supreme Court generally ignored cases involving patent subject matter eligibility. However, since 2010, the Court has made patent eligibility a focus with four different decisions. 23 In Bilski v. Kappos and Alice, the Court focused on whether business or information processing methods related to financial activities, such as hedging trading risk or transferring funds to and from intermediary accounts, were abstract ideas or patentable subject matter. 24 In Mayo, the Court focused on medical diagnostics and, in particular, whether a patent directed to drug-delivery methods that do nothing more than provide a method for deciding when to increase the provision of treatment is preempting the application of a law of nature or claiming patentable subject matter. 25 In Myriad, the Court decided that isolated human genetic sequences were not “new,” and thus not patentable. 26

While there has been much debate about whether the Court has set a clear precedent providing predictability or not with these cases, a couple of things are very clear for abstract ideas and laws of nature: (1) after Alice, a patent that claims a basic economic or business norm but includes to “do it on a computer” or “do it on the Internet” is not patentable, and (2) after Mayo, a patent that is directed to a law of nature without specific inventive application and that preempts other unidentified applications is not patentable. 27 As we have discovered in their wake, there are many more patents out there that U.S. courts believe fall within these categories.

Despite the much-maligned coherence of its opinions, one thing is clear: the Supreme Court appears to believe its opinions all

---

24 Alice, 134 S. Ct. at 2351; Bilski, 561 U.S. at 792.
25 Mayo, 132 S. Ct. at 1294.
26 Myriad, 133 S. Ct. at 2109.
fall in line with each other. 28 Perhaps more importantly for the purpose of this Article is that the lower courts have applied these decisions with a very common outcome: broad invalidation of patents. 29 Whether the precedent is coherent or not, the lower courts are taking a patchwork of the decisions that suits them to effectuate a desired outcome. 30 The collective outcomes have, in aggregate, shifted a patent market towards an environment where such patents are presumed invalid instead of valid. The below two tables provided by Robert Sachs, writing for the *BilskiBlog* in January 2015, 31 demonstrate a clear picture of the aligned Federal Circuit and District Court activity in the six months following *Alice*:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Federal Circuit</th>
<th>Patents</th>
<th>Claims</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Not Invalid</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Invalid</strong></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District Court</th>
<th>Patents</th>
<th>Claims</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Not Invalid</strong></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Invalid</strong></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1,488</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

28 *Id.* at 650. ("Moreover, while in other fields the Court readily acknowledges the disorder of its jurisprudence, over the last four decades, the Court has pretended that its subject-matter jurisprudence is a coherent whole.").

29 Robert Sachs, *#Alicestorm: Patent Invalidations and USPTO Practice After Alice, BilskiBlog* (Jan. 13, 2015), http://www.bilsbiblog.com/blog/2015/01/alicestorm.html [http://perma.cc/MN8V-JFW2] ("Looking at the number of patents that have been invalidated in the six-plus months since the Supreme Court’s decision in *Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank*, the only thing that adequately describes the situation is *#Alicestorm*.").

30 *Lefstin, supra* note 27, at 650.

31 *Sachs, supra* note 29.


33 *Sachs, supra* note 29; see, *e.g.*, Bascom Research, LLC v. LinkedIn, Inc., 77 F. Supp. 3d 940 (N.D. Cal. 2015); see also, *e.g.*, Card Verification Sols., LLC v. Citigroup Inc., No.
While business method patents have been invalidated the most (twenty-three patents), the below table shows the range of technologies affected during this six months:\(^{34}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patent Type</th>
<th>Number of Invalidated Patents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3D computer animation</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical records</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database architecture</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital image management</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document management</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is clear that not just financial services-related patents have been affected, and lower courts have painted the Supreme Court’s “abstract ideas” holding in *Alice* with a broad brush across all technical fields.\(^{35}\)

**B. The America Invents Act and Its Inter Partes Review Machine**

Like the lower courts, the United States Patent and Trademark Office (“USPTO”) has been equally as, if not more, effective at invalidating patents it believes should not have been issued in the first place.\(^{36}\) The below table demonstrates the Patent Trial and Appeal Board (“PTAB”) activity during the same six-month period following *Alice*:\(^{37}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PTAB Decisions</th>
<th>Patents</th>
<th>Claims</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not Invalid (decision)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invalid (decision)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likely invalid (institution)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\(^{34}\) Sachs, *supra* note 29.

\(^{35}\) *Id.* (“This suggests that the courts are aggressively expanding the zone of ‘abstract ideas’ from the fundamental ‘building blocks’ of ‘human ingenuity’ that the Supreme Court has focused on in *Alice*, to just about any technological field.”).

\(^{36}\) *See, e.g., id.*

\(^{37}\) *Id.*
In total, 2,732 IPRs have been filed since 2012. Of the 986 filed in fiscal year 2015, the below table demonstrates the technology break down:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology and Class</th>
<th>Number of Petitions</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electrical/Computer—TCs</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>63.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2100, 2400, 2600, 2800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical/Business Methods—TCs 3600, 3700</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>24.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical—TC 1700</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bio/Pharma—TC 1600</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design—TC 2900</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The month that Alice was decided in June 2014, 184 IPRs were filed, the most of any month since the AIA was enacted. According to a study conducted by Brian Love and Shawn Ambwani, the PTAB has instituted a petition to challenge at least one claim on eighty-four percent of IPR filings, and for all challenged claims seventy-four percent of the time. There have been 322 final decisions on the merits and 436 settlements through April 2015. Assuming the same rate of results through mid-2014, more than seventy-seven percent of the final decisions have resulted in invalidation or disclaimer of all challenged claims.

The effectiveness, if we can call it that, of the IPR system has been clear, but perhaps predictable, in light of the general sentiment about patent quality that has permeated the patent world and Congress during the same time frame.

---

39 Id.
40 Id.
42 U.S. PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE, supra note 38.

The AIA was enacted, among other reasons, to fix an inefficient patent issuance system and provide additional channels for technology users and operating companies to challenge patents of questionable quality with less expense and time. It created the new IPR and Covered Business Method (“CBM”) procedures for patent challenges. In 2012 and early 2013, no one yet knew the abovementioned effectiveness of the IPR system, and certain lobbyists felt that Congress had not gone far enough with the AIA.

On February 26, 2013, the Saving High-Tech Innovators from Egregious Legal Disputes (“SHIELD”) Act was introduced as what would be the first of many new patent reform bills offered to fix a purported abusive patent litigation problem. It was sponsored by Rep. Peter DeFazio (D-OR), along with Reps. Jason Chaffetz (R-UT), Kerry Bentivolio (R-MI), Tim Walberg (R-MI), and Peter Welch (D-VT). A key to the SHIELD Act, and the sentiment behind it and other bills to follow, was that it:

Direct[ed] courts making [a judgment of invalidity or noninfringement where the plaintiff is not the inventor, an operating entity, or a university technology transfer office] to award the recovery of full

---


48 Id.
costs to any prevailing party asserting invalidity or noninfringement, including reasonable attorney’s fees, other than the United States, unless exceptional circumstances make an award unjust.49

In other words, it was intended to provide a chilling effect that, coupled with the line of court decisions and the “effectiveness” of the PTAB highlighted above, implicitly targeted those same classes of patents: abstract ideas related to business methods and software patents, laws of nature related to drug diagnostics and delivery, and gene patents. As if the trend of court decisions and PTAB results were not enough, certain lobbyist groups described below believed we needed to go further to effectuate the chilling effect, developing an incredibly strong anti-patent system narrative that focused on persuading anybody without knowledge that most of these patents, if not all, are invalid and are likely to be used in litigation in an abusive manner. For the purpose of this Article, it is important to realize that this lobbyist effort has worked up a very believable and effective story.50 Since the SHIELD Act, thirteen additional such bills were introduced during the 113th Congress, involving scores of legislators attempting to make it their issue.51

- Innovation Act (H.R. 3309);
- Patent Transparency and Improvements Act (S. 1720);
- Patent Quality Improvement Act (S. 866);
- Patent Abuse Reduction Act (S. 1013);
- Patent Litigation Integrity Act (S. 1612);
- Transparency in Assertion of Patents Act (S. 2049);
- Patent Fee Integrity Act (S. 2146);
- Trade Protection Not Troll Protection Act (H.R. 4763);

49 Id.


Demand Letter Transparency Act (H.R. 3540);
Innovation Protection Act (H.R. 3309);
Patent Litigation and Innovation Act (H.R. 2639);
Stopping the Offensive Use of Patents Act (STOP Act) (H.R. 2766); and
End Anonymous Patents Act (H.R. 2024).

Two additional bills have been introduced thus far during the 114th Congress; a revamped Innovation Act (H.R. 9) and the Strong Act (S. 632), the first bill proposed by an opposition group that perceives the pendulum to have swung too far as a result of the activities described above. According to Patent Progress, a website dedicated to following the progress of such bills, the focus of the majority of these bills includes (1) making the CBM review program available to more industries than just financial services, (2) curbing “abusive litigation tactics,” (3) protecting end-users, and (4) adding transparency to identify third-party beneficiaries of litigation and suppliers of patents and financing to non-practicing entities (“NPE”). From my perspective, all of this boils down to three main intended results: (1) leveraging the judicial and PTAB sentimentality and environment with respect to those identified classes of patents to make it still easier to invalidate them; (2) developing an even stronger chilling effect to discourage even attempts at asserting or extracting value from these patents that, like all other patents, are presumed valid from issuance; and (3) rendering the value of these patents in the transaction market to be significantly reduced or eliminated as a result of third-party beneficiary transparency rules and the special treatment of NPEs to remove a large component of liquidity from the market.

All of this creates a chilling effect on these classes of patents, in filing for them, transacting for them, or asserting them, which has been evidenced in 2014 in part by a lower rate of increase in patent application filings and fewer year-over-year litigation filings.

52 Id.
53 Id.
54 Id.
The lobbying effort behind this new patent reform push is led by Silicon Valley Internet-based juggernauts Google, Facebook, and Adobe, and supported by large corporate members of the restaurant, hotel and retail industry, such as JCPenney and Macy’s. They have developed a narrative summarized by a message read on the homepage of their group, United for Patent Reform’s website: “American businesses large and small across many industries are being held hostage by patent trolls. This must change.” The effort has pushed literature and data evidencing purportedly abusive patent litigation, a significant portion of which has taken place in the technical areas that are the focus of this Article. The largest piece of marketing behind this group’s agenda has seemed to be a study and article by James Bessen and Michael Meurer claiming that assertions made and patent lawsuits filed by NPEs have caused the economy $29 billion in direct costs. Without regard for the accuracy or legitimacy of the Bessen and Meurer study and article, it is important, for the purposes of this Article, to under-

56 Fung, supra note 21.
57 UNITED FOR PAT. REFORM, supra note 21.
stand that these and other similar efforts have caused fifteen patent reform bills since 2013. All of these bills aim to make it more difficult to enforce and transact certain patents otherwise enjoying a presumption of validity, especially those patents owned by certain types of entities and patents in the subject classes that are the focus of this Article. This phenomenon perpetuates a chilling effect on the enforceability of these patents, as their cause has been heeded by courts and patent owners. Until there is certainty about what will be the law, and as long as there is optimism that some form of these bills will be passed, users of these patents are not willing to transact, eliminating the monetizable value of these patents without litigation.

D. Standard Essential Patents and the Decreasing RAND Value

Another class of patents has been devalued recently by a string of decisions by federal courts. Additionally, one of the largest SSOs in the world has joined the campaign and recently decided to change its IP policy in a manner that puts owners of SEPs at a disadvantage to their counterpart in any licensing negotiation. SEP

http://www.iam-media.com/blog/Detail.aspx?g=454c1adc-52c3-4c2d-8981-e4716361f219

http://perma.cc/65LC-L4VE.


have widely been regarded as having automatic value because they claim a technology that is incorporated into a technology protocol that is adopted by an entire industry, and patent owners have historically desired to own SEPs because they can extract royalties more easily. Some research has shown that the value of any single SEP may be tied to the owner of the patent, as well as the number of patents essential to the same standard that are owned and offered for license by that same entity. Regardless of these and other factors in determining the value of each SEP, no factor is more important than whether they are encumbered by a contractual commitment to license under RAND terms. Many SSOs, like the IEEE, include a contractual commitment with membership that obligates each member to license their essential patents to all entities demanding a license in a reasonable and non-discriminatory manner. To be complete, the IEEE includes four options for each member ranging between open-source licensing without compensation to the most commonly chosen option—a member will make a license available for its essential patent claims “‘under reasonable rates, with reasonable terms and conditions that are demonstrably free of any unfair discrimination,’” to an unrestricted number of applicants for uses implementing the standard (the “RAND Commitment”). Prior to its recent IP policy change described in more detail below in this Article, the IEEE has previously not defined or

---


offered help to define what “reasonable terms” or “conditions that are demonstrably free of any unfair discrimination” actually means.

Before this Article describes the IEEE policy change, it is important to understand the driving force behind the IEEE’s decision. Over the past four years, the value of SEPs and the meaning of the RAND Commitment have been hotly contested through lawsuits. Given the opportunity, and without benchmarks for methodology or valuation, courts have taken it upon themselves to determine RAND royalty rates and the proper approach to take in that determination. As a result, these rates have decreased significantly over the last few years. The primary decisions since 2012 involve wireless standards and include Microsoft Corp. v. Motorola

69 Gregory K. Leonard & Mario A. Lopez, Determining RAND Royalty Rates for Standard Essential Patents, 29 ANTITRUST 86, 86 (2014) (“SSOs generally have left these questions unanswered for various reasons, including not wanting to be responsible for policing patent licensing terms . . . . The appropriate definition of RAND and appropriate approaches for determining a RAND royalty are the subject of litigation between SEP owners and product manufacturers in various venues around the world.”).

70 Kat Greene, Calif. Jury Sets RAND Rate for Licensing Wi-Fi Patents, LAW360 (Feb. 27, 2014, 6:35 PM), http://www.law360.com/articles/514100/calif-jury-sets-rand-rate-for-licensing-wi-fi-patents [http://perma.cc/CA2B-4XJ5] (“‘Not only is this the first trial in which district court jurors have determined the RAND rate for a patent, we believe these royalties are the lowest ever to be set for comparable technologies related to declared standard-essential patents,’ Steven S. Baik, attorney for Realtek, said . . . .”); see Royalty Rates for Standard Essential Patents, SULLIVAN & CROMWELL (Apr. 30, 2013), http://www.sullcrom.com/siteFiles/Publications/SC_Publication_Royalty_Rates_for_Standard_Essential_Patents_414F.pdf [http://perma.cc/S4QN-6BH3] (“[T]he amount of the RAND royalty was substantially less than 1% of the rate that Motorola had originally sought . . . . Judge Robart’s decision in Microsoft v. Motorola is the first to set out and apply a methodology for determining a RAND royalty rate for standard-essential patents. As such, it is likely to be at least addressed if not followed by other trial courts . . . . to the extent that it can be read to limit the royalty available for a standard-essential patent subject to a RAND commitment . . . Judge Robart’s decision may well affect the valuation of such patents in the secondary market. Parties considering the purchase or sale of standard-essential patents subject to a RAND commitment should carefully consider Judge Robart’s decision in evaluating the likely return on their investment.”); see also Roger Brooks, SSO Rules, Standardization, and SEP Licensing: Economic Questions from the Trenches, Remarks prepared for the Research Roundtable on Innovation and Technology Standards, Searle Center on Law, Regulation, and Economic Growth, Northwestern University School of Law, (Feb. 7–8, 2013) (“[C]umulative royalties for new entrants . . . . have actually proven to be lower for 3G handsets than for handsets introduced under the 2G GSM standard.”).
Inc., In re Innovatio IP Ventures, LLC, and Realtek Semiconductor Corp. v. LSI Corp. These courts seriously considered royalty stacking and patent hold-up arguments by technology implementers, including by amicus brief. Although their methodologies were a bit different, it is generally noted that these findings have devalued SEPs by setting a low benchmark for RAND rates in all contexts. These decisions come subsequent to very large damages calculations and settlement figures from other assertions of SEPs related to wireless standards by entities such as Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (“CSIRO”), an Australian national laboratory, and Wi-Lan. As a result, for patents like SEPs where the largest component of value is the potential royalty stream they may generate, these federal court decisions have significantly devalued these patents from their potential royalty position enjoyed not even five years ago.

---

74 See, e.g., In re Innovatio, 2013 WL 5593609; Microsoft, 2013 WL 2111217.
75 See Leonard & Lopez, supra note 69.
77 Leonard & Lopez, supra note 69 (“In the case of a patent for which the primary driver of value is licensing, the expected future cash flows are the royalty revenues minus the incremental costs of efforts to license the patent. Thus, for such patents, including SEPs where the patent owner has made a commitment to license on RAND terms, there
In February 2015, the IEEE heeded these decisions, the arguments being made by technology implementers that make up a large portion of its membership, and a call to define RAND by the Department of Justice (“DOJ”), Federal Trade Commission, and European Commission was initiated. The IEEE announced that its board had approved an IPR policy change that, among other things, limits the definition of “reasonable rate” to a “smallest salable compliant implementation” and further limits the availability of an SEP owner to obtain an injunction. It also limits the rate to the entire stack of patents held by that SEP owner applicable to the licensee’s product. This policy change, although endorsed by the DOJ as potentially having procompetitive effects, should decrease the potential royalty stream for all SEPs related to IEEE standards, as an injunction will no longer be scary to licensees (a large motivator for device “original equipment manufacturers” to license without litigation), and the general bargaining position balance between SEP owners and technology implementers has now been shifted heavily in favor of the implementers. What is clear is that SEPs, once having significant potential to earn a reasonable return on research investment, are now worth a fraction of that value because

should be a close relationship between a patent’s value and the size of the royalty stream it is expected to generate.”).


79 See IEEE Statement Regarding Updating of Its Standards-Related Patent Policy, IEEE (Feb. 8, 2015), http://www.ieee.org/about/news/2015/8_february_2015.html [http://perma.cc/N7PP-HCHH]; see also Powell, supra note 64 (noting that “[t]he prior policy largely left ‘reasonable rate’ undefined, and it could have been based, for example, on a percentage of an entire product containing the compliant implementation rather than the smallest salable compliant implementation”).

80 Id.

of the trend of court decisions since 2012 and the recent IEEE IP policy change that could spur other SSOs to follow suit.\textsuperscript{82}

II. A Look at the Patent Landscape: Devalued Patents and Licensing Obligations

In order to identify companies holding patents that may be susceptible to the general devaluation described in Part I, I looked at two types of data: (1) acquisition data, to determine which companies had recently, but prior to important devaluation events, acquired similar assets, and (2) patent assignment data, to determine generally which companies own the most patents that are similar to those that are susceptible to devaluation. To define “patents susceptible to devaluation,” for business method and software patents and medical diagnostic and gene patents, I targeted only patents in the same Cooperative Patent Classification (“CPC”) as those patents that were invalidated in \textit{Alice} (CPC G06Q), \textit{Mayo} (CPC A61K), and \textit{Myriad} (CPC C07K). To find acquisition data for these types of patents, I used filtered data and analytics from 2011–2014 from TerraCaptus, LLC, a patent auction, consulting and data firm, using its proprietary data engine.\textsuperscript{83} To find general assignment data, I used the Innography patent data tool and searched by CPC class.\textsuperscript{84} For SEPs, I used a research report, the Sunlight Report, that has been accepted by at least one federal court as identifying the entire potential “stack” of patents for IEEE 802.11.\textsuperscript{85}


\textsuperscript{85} SCHWEGMAN, LUNDBERG & WOESSNER, P.A., TECH. PAT. REP., 802.11n WLAN (on file with author). This report provides a panoramic claims-level analysis of issued United States patents that may relate to IEEE 802.11n standard for wireless local area networks. \textit{Id}. The report provides an Intellectual Property Rights landscape and identifies, among other things, the distribution of patent holdings and the major competitors in the field. \textit{Id}.
Based on essentiality evaluation of a sample of more than one hundred patents in the Sunlight Report, I found an attrition rate of approximately fifty percent.

Using this information, I found that, between 2011–2014, the following companies acquired the most patents in the subject CPCs after AIA and prior to Alice, Mayo, or Myriad, respectively:

### CPC A61K

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Number of 1,338 Total Pre-Mayo Transactions Between 2011–2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Novartis</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roche</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbvie Inc.</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfizer</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astrazeneca</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CPC C07K

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Number of 309 Total Pre-Myriad Transactions Between 2011–2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roche</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novartis</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbvie Inc.</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medimmune</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbott</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*see In re Innovatio IP Ventures, LLC Patent Litig., No. 11 C 9308, 2013 WL 5593609, at *42–43 (N.D. Ill. Oct. 3, 2013) (“Dr. Lynde relied on another report by Sunlight Research and concluded that there are 3,266 patents aside from Innovatio’s patents that are potentially essential to the 802.11 standard. Taking into account all of the evidence and Judge Robart’s findings on this question, the court determines that the PA Report’s number of approximately 3,000 is a credible account of the number of potentially standard-essential patents. Nonetheless, there is no guarantee that all of those approximately 3,000 potentially essential patents are in fact essential.” (internal citations omitted)).


The following demonstrates the companies that are currently assigned the most patents within each of the CPCs, without regard for (1) whether those patents were acquired or granted to the assignee and (2) when the patent was issued or assigned to the assignee:

### CPC G06Q

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Number of 336 Total Pre-Alice Transactions Between 2011–2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accenture</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eBay</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Union</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roche</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CPC A61K

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Number of Patents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isis Pharmaceuticals, Inc.</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merck &amp; Co. Inc.</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nektar Therapeutics</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson &amp; Johnson</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roche Holding Ltd.</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanofi SA</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novartis AG</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bristol Myers Squibb Co.</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eli Lilly &amp; Co.</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amgen, Inc.</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CPC C07K

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Number of Patents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roche Holding Ltd.</td>
<td>735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merck &amp; Co. Inc.</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.I. du Pont de Nemours &amp; Co.</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GlaxoSmithKline plc</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novartis AG</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bristol Myers Squibb Co.</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astellas Pharma, Inc.</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amgen, Inc.</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Ltd.</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson &amp; Johnson</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on data provided by the Sunlight Research Report, the following are the ten companies holding the most patents that are potentially essential to the IEEE 802.11n standard:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Number of Patents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>1,899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Corporation</td>
<td>1,102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP SE</td>
<td>1,032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle Corporation</td>
<td>528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT&amp;T Inc.</td>
<td>453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon.com, Inc.</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewlett-Packard Company</td>
<td>398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eBay Inc.</td>
<td>371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accenture Plc</td>
<td>361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank of America Corporation</td>
<td>357</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This representation does not mean that all, or any, of these patents are invalid or essential. The patents are, however, subject to much higher scrutiny in the past three years and, as a result, are much more difficult to enforce or transact. The reduced enforceability of these patents renders their value decreased, both in the

---

88 Schwegman, Lundberg & Woessner, P.A., supra note 85.
context of enforcing to protect products or for transacting in the patent market. The purpose of showing the information above is to demonstrate that, because these patents are encumbered by a chilling effect, a limited enforceability, and/or an increased risk of invalidation, at the least, the public companies that own them could be sharing more information about them to shareholders or potential investors. For example, Google’s 637 patents in the Alice CPC makes up nearly 2.5% of all of its granted patents. Similar to the online advertising patent that was invalidated by the Federal Circuit recently in Ultramercial v. Hulu, what if proprietary and important search algorithms and online advertising methods invented by Google and relied upon to maintain competitive advantage over competitor search engines are found in this batch of 637 patents? Should that be something that investors need to know? Similarly, Qualcomm makes most of its profits from licensing standard essential patents. Should it disclose to investors that its SEPs would earn lower royalties in the future?

89 See Louis Carbonneau, Toxic Asset: The Gradual Demise of the American Patent, IP WATCHDOG (Dec. 10, 2014), http://www.ipwatchdog.com/2014/12/10/toxic-asset-the-gradual-demise-of-the-american-patent/id=52571/ [http://perma.cc/UMU9-MRYH] (“Recently, we have been witnessing the gradual erosion of our patent system, which culminated last week with a decision in Ultramercial v. Hulu by the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit; looking at the same patent for the third time (yes, really), the court reversed itself from a previous finding of validity and declared a patent related to Internet advertising to be invalid, based on the recent Supreme Court in Alice. . . . All of these decisions have collectively made it harder for patent owners to: i) maintain the validity of duly issued patents (previously presumed by law), ii) pursue infringement claims, iii) prove damages (let alone treble damages), iv) have open discussions with potential infringers prior to litigating, and have left the unsuccessful patent owner at risks of paying millions in legal fees to the other side if the judges so decides.”).


III. CORPORATE DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS: THEIR INTERPRETATION AND APPLICATION

Boards of directors of all corporations have fiduciary duties owed to the shareholders of the organization that are governed by the laws of the jurisdiction in which they are incorporated. 93 Since the early 2000s, however, additional disclosure requirements for public companies have been codified in federal law in response to financial, accounting, and other ethical scandals that have caused harm to investors. 94 For companies listed on either the New York Stock Exchange (“NYSE”) or the Nasdaq Global Market (“NASDAQ”), the following are some of the rules and regulations imposed on boards and their committees:

- the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, as amended (“SOX”); 95
- rules of the SEC;
- the corporate governance listing standards of the NYSE and NASDAQ; and
- the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 (“Dodd-Frank”). 97

For the purpose of this Article, we will focus on requirements under the Exchange Act and SOX, which primarily govern the on-

---

94 Id.
going disclosure of information to shareholders and potential investors related to the assets and activities of the company.

A. Disclosures Required Under the Exchange Act and SOX

The three primary SEC filings for a public company include Form 10-K, an annual filing; Form 10-Q, a quarterly filing; and Form 8-K, a filing triggered by certain circumstances or material events.98 In either case, public companies are required to disclose significant information to investors on a regular basis.99 Form 10-K is one of two annual reports prepared by a public company.100 While Form 10-K is filed with the SEC and governed solely by federal statute, an annual report is also prepared for distribution directly to shareholders, by direct mail and by placement on the company website.101 The annual report for shareholders has historically enjoyed less regulation, but the SEC has begun to control the content in annual reports more closely.102 The SEC offers the following clarity in distinguishing between the annual report on Form 10-K and the annual report prepared for distribution to shareholders:

The annual report to shareholders is a document used by most public companies to disclose corporate information to their shareholders. It is usually a state-of-the-company report, including an opening letter from the Chief Executive Officer, financial data, results of operations, market segment information, new product plans, subsidiary activities, and research and development activities on future programs. Reporting companies must send annual reports to their shareholders when they hold annual meetings to elect directors. Under the proxy rules, reporting companies are required to post their proxy

---

99 See id.
100 See id.
101 SEC Disclosure Laws and Regulations, supra note 97.
102 Id.
materials, including their annual reports, on their company websites.

The annual report on Form 10-K, which must be filed with the SEC, may contain more detailed information about the company’s financial condition than the annual report and will include the annual financial statements of the company. Companies sometimes elect to send their annual report on Form 10-K to their shareholders in lieu of, or in addition to, providing shareholders with a separate annual report to shareholders.103

The annual Form 10-K and quarterly Form 10-Q require a public company to disclose, among other things, audited financial statements and evidence of controls and processes for information reporting.104 The financial statements must include information about total assets and long-term obligations.105 In addition, they must include “risk factors” or “information about the most significant risks that apply to the company or to its securities.”106 The goal of these disclosure requirements is to provide transparency to investors and potential investors about the business operations, financial condition, management, and business and legal risks of the corporation.107 As the SEC has stated:

[A]ll investors, whether large institutions or private individuals, should have access to certain basic facts about an investment prior to buying it, and so long as they hold it. To achieve this, the SEC requires public companies to disclose meaningful financial and other information to the public. This provides a common pool of knowledge for all investors to use

105 SEC Disclosure Laws and Regulations, supra note 97.
107 See id.
to judge for themselves whether to buy, sell, or hold a particular security. Only through the steady flow of timely, comprehensive, and accurate information can people make sound investment decisions.

The result of this information flow is a far more active, efficient, and transparent capital market that facilitates the capital formation so important to our nation’s economy . . . .

Accountability is not limited to the corporation, but also extends to the board and executives themselves. For example, section 906 of SOX requires the chief executive officer and chief financial officer to provide a certification accompanying each periodic report, stating, among other things, that the report fully complies with the requirements of sections 13(a) or 15(d) of the Exchange Act. Section 906 provides for criminal penalties for an officer who knowingly provides a false certification, including harsher penalties for willful violations.

Form 8-K serves the purpose of a time-sensitive and ongoing requirement to disclose information triggered by significant corporate events and circumstances. Examples of significant events or circumstances requiring disclosure that could be potentially relevant to patent-related information include:

- Item 2.01—Completion of Acquisition or Disposition of Assets, which requires disclosure if a company, “or any of its majority-owned subsidiaries[, has acquired or disposed] of a significant amount of assets, otherwise than in the ordinary course of business.” Item 2.01 includes a bright-line reporting threshold that a company need only report a completed acquisition or disposition of assets if the transaction meets the significant asset test, which deems an acquisition or disposition is

---


110 Id.
deemed significant if (1) the company’s “and its other subsidiaries’ equity in the net book value of [the] assets or the amount paid or received for the assets . . . exceeded 10% of the total assets of the [company] and its consolidated subsidiaries[,]” or (2) the transaction involved a business that is significant under Regulation S-X.111

- Item 2.02—Results of Operations and Financial Condition, which includes public announcements or releases of “material non-public information regarding [a company’s] results of operations or financial condition . . . .”112

- Item 2.03—Creation of a Direct Financial Obligation or an Obligation under an Off-Balance Sheet Arrangement of a Registrant.113

- Item 2.06—Material Impairments, including a disclosure when a company’s “board of directors, a committee of the board of directors, or [an authorized] officer or officers of the [company] . . . if board action is not required, concludes that a material charge for impairment to one or more of its assets, including, without limitation, [an impairment] of securities or goodwill, is required under generally accepted accounting principles applicable to the [company].” The company must disclose: (a) the date of the conclusion that a material charge is required and describe the impaired asset or assets and the facts and circumstances leading to the conclusion that the charge for impairment is

112 FORM 8-K, supra note 111, at 7.
113 Id. at 8.
required; (b) the company’s estimate of the amount or range of amounts of the impairment charge; and (c) the company’s estimate of the amount or range of amounts of the impairment charge that will result in future cash expenditures.\textsuperscript{114}

- Item 4.02—Non-Reliance on Previously Issued Financial Statements or a Related Audit Report or Completed Interim Review.\textsuperscript{115}

- Item 8.01—Other Events, under which “the registrant may, at its option, disclose under this Item 8.01 any events, with respect to which information is not otherwise called for by this form, that the registrant deems of importance to security holders.”\textsuperscript{116}

Importantly, for this Article, the SEC periodically expands the list of items requiring disclosure on Form 8-K and changes the period of time within which a Form 8-K must be filed.\textsuperscript{117}

\textbf{B. Materiality is the Key}

Whether a public company is required to disclose certain information in a Form 8-K filing often depends on the significance, or materiality, of the event or information. Materiality has been defined by the Supreme Court as “a substantial likelihood that the disclosure of the omitted fact would have been viewed by the reasonable investor as having significantly altered the ‘total mix’ of information made available.”\textsuperscript{118} More recently, in \textit{Matrixx Initiatives, Inc. v. Siracusano},\textsuperscript{119} the Supreme Court clarified that there is no “bright-line” test requiring “statistical significance,” and that any undisclosed information—statistically measurable or other-

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{114} Id. at 11.
\item \textsuperscript{115} Id. at 13.
\item \textsuperscript{116} Id. at 21.
\item \textsuperscript{119} Matrixx Initiatives, Inc. v. Siracusano, 563 U.S. 27 (2011).
\end{itemize}
wise—that would “significantly alter[] the ‘total mix’ of information made available” in the eyes of a reasonable investor could well be material. In a case where the company has made some disclosure, this includes an evaluation of the connection between the company’s actual statement and the quality and nature of the information about adverse events that is omitted.

In *Matrixx Initiatives, Inc.*, the Court considered whether a plaintiff bringing a securities fraud claim under the Exchange Act section 10(b)2 and SEC Rule 10b-53 must show that a pharmaceutical company’s undisclosed adverse event reports are statistically significant. The Court unanimously decided that statistical significance is not required, but “[s]omething more” is. Because the Court did not provide any guidance on what “something more” may be, some authors have commented that the decision “may initiate unnecessary disclosures of non-material information, hindering an investor’s informed decision-making.”

Others have stated that, for corporations, deciding what to disclose is “one of the most difficult determinations. And it’s going to remain[] that way . . . I think the Supreme Court decision [in *Matrixx Initiatives*] is saying, ‘Go out there and struggle, and best of luck for the next few years.’”

**C. Scienter is a Key**

It should be noted here that scienter is generally required to prove securities fraud under the disclosure requirements, and SOX certifications do not permit an inference of scienter. Moreover,

---

120 Id. at 43–44.
123 Id. at 44.
125 Id. at 11–12 (internal citations omitted).
because of the heightened pleadings standard of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act ("PSLRA"), most security fraud litigation fails at the scienter stage. Courts have held that an inference of scienter is only proper “if the person signing the certification had reason to know, or should have suspected, due to the presence of glaring account irregularities or other ‘red flags,’ that the financial statements contained material misstatements or omissions.” Predictably, then, “red flags” are where a corporation should begin to determine what is “material” for reporting purposes, because knowledge of information and its materiality is also generally required. Essentially red flags are “those facts which come to the attention of an auditor which would place a reasonable auditor on notice that the audited company was engaged in wrongdoing to the detriment of its investors.” A “red flag” must be something more than just an incidental accounting violation. Red flags include untrue or misleading statements and drastic overstatement of financials or forecasted projections.

Two things seem to be in common between material corporate information generally required to be disclosed on a Form 8-K and a company’s patent information, including a portfolio’s value and enforceability as well as known licensing obligations. First, as the next Part will demonstrate, shareholder value and investor decisions are impacted by both, and investors want and need the information but have a hard time getting it. Second, as the next Part

---

127 See, e.g., Glazer Capital Mgmt., LP v. Magistri, 549 F.3d 736, 747 (9th Cir. 2008) (holding that investors’ securities fraud claims required pleading of individual, not collective, scienter); Indiana Elec. Workers’ Pension Trust Fund v. Shaw Grp., Inc., 537 F.3d 527, 545 (5th Cir. 2008); Mizzaro v. Home Depot, Inc., 544 F.3d 1230, 1236 (11th Cir. 2008).
128 See Garfield v. NDC Health Corp., 466 F.3d 1255, 1266 (11th Cir. 2006).
129 Id. at 1268 (citing In re Sunterra Corp. Sec. Litig., 199 F. Supp. 2d 1308, 1334 (M.D. Fla. 2002)).
131 See Garfield, 466 F.3d at 1267–68.
132 See Steven Davidoff Solomon, In Corporate Disclosure, a Murky Definition of Material, N.Y. TIMES: DEALBOOK (Apr. 5, 2011, 5:57 PM), http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2011/04/05/in-corporate-disclosure-a-murky-definition-of-material/ [http://perma.cc/B2HC-HKHZ] (“Why all the secrecy? It seems that each day brings a new revelation of a company tardily disclosing something important. Goldman Sachs was slow to disclose that there was an investigation into the Abacus transaction; Goldman, as well as Procter
will also demonstrate, more information is known by corporations than is disclosed to shareholders. Whether this knowledge meets the scienter standard or not, corporations likely make a conscious decision not to take on unnecessary risk by making additional patent-related disclosures. Certainly, there are good reasons for this that will be discussed in the next Part of this Article. Still, there are good policy reasons why this information, or at least more information than is currently being disclosed, should be provided to shareholders and potential investors. Corporations should recognize that shareholders are becoming much more knowledgeable about the impact that patent events have on the value of their equity, and this will eventually lead to a debate, and lawsuits, about the disparity of information that is known by corporations and disclosed to investors. I believe that the information highlighted in Part I of this

133 Id. (“This is the problem with the current disclosure scheme and its definition of materiality. It is increasingly disconnected from the desires of investors and the marketplace. Investors live in a digital world of real-time communication. Information is a commodity whose value rapidly deteriorates—the faster a company discloses, the better, from an investor’s perspective. The definition of materiality is from the 1980s, another time. Companies have not kept up and too often view disclosure as a game, with the goal to avoid disclosure.”).

134 See Joe Walker & Rob Copeland, New Hedge Fund Strategy: Dispute the Patent, Short the Stock, WALL ST. J. (Apr. 7, 2015), http://www.wsj.com/articles/hedge-fund-manager-kyle-bass-challenges-jazz-pharmaceuticals-patent-1428417408 [http://perma.cc/6FAA-UTVS]; see also Bruce Berman, Battle Between Tessera and Activist IP Investor is Heating Up, IP CLOSE Up (May 9, 2013), https://ipcloseup.wordpress.com/2013/05/09/battle-between-tessera-and-activist-ip-investor-is-heating-up/ [http://perma.cc/C9LU-EUEF] (“Activist investors have been around for decades. Carl Icahn, among others, have made them famous (or is that infamous?), and many shareholders rich. Icahn, as you may recall, put pressure on Motorola to sell its patents, before the entire company was sold to Google for $12.5 billion. Starboard has brought the challenge of higher value to businesses with significant IP holdings. It played an important role in the AOL’s $1.05 billion portfolio sale to Microsoft, which was in turn partially sold to Facebook.”); Shareholder Activism:
Article is only an example of the type of information that investors may desire and that corporations should consider providing. As a result, this leaves corporations and investors with a need to more clearly define materiality as it relates to patent information. As shareholders become increasingly concerned with patents and their impact on investment, companies should err on the side of precaution so as to avoid having to “[g]o out there and struggle.” In addition, the investor perspective and interests should also be considered in determining what needs to be disclosed. As another author has offered: “For investors’ sake, companies need to view materiality from a broader perspective. It is not just about whether the SEC could bring an action, but what investors will find important—in other words, will it move the market price?”

IV. The Current Disclosure Environment: Patent Information and Public Companies

As an overarching statement that will be fleshed out in this Part, public companies don’t disclose much, if anything, to shareholders about their patents, patent portfolio value, or patent risk. A review of the SEC filings, press releases and transcripts of investor analyst conference calls made by some of the companies identified in Part II of this Article found that those entities disclosed very little or no information about the acquired assets, at the time of the assignment or since. One such public company, Pandora, made a statement about the cost of its acquisition ($8 million) on an investor conference call.

---


135 Brecher, supra note 124, at 1–2.
136 Solomon, supra note 132.
A. Form 10-Ks and Patent Information

To provide additional color on the situation with actual examples that differ greatly in the amount of information disclosed, a review of Form 10-K filings from three public companies—Avaya, Google, and General Electric—is discussed in the order of most information disclosed to the least information disclosed.

Avaya, in its Form 10-K filed on September 30, 2011, regarding its patent holdings, stated the following:

As of September 30, 2011, we had approximately 5,600 patents and pending patent applications, including foreign counterparts . . . .

Our intellectual property holdings include those assigned to us by Lucent Technologies (now Alcatel-Lucent) at Avaya’s inception, which included a number of patents, trademarks, copyrights, trade secrets and other intellectual property directly related to and important to our business. Lucent and its subsidiaries also granted certain rights and licenses to specified patents, trademarks, copyrights, trade secrets and other intellectual property needed for the manufacture, use and sale of our products. Rights to these patents were granted through a cross license entered into with Lucent. In addition, Lucent conveyed to Avaya numerous licenses and sublicenses under patents of third parties.

We will obtain patents and other intellectual property rights used in connection with our business when practicable and appropriate. Historically, we have done so organically or through commercial relationships as well as in connection with acquisitions, including the acquisition of NES. For example, in the acquisition of NES, we acquired over 800 patents and patent applications and were licensed a significant number of patents, trademarks, copyrights, trade secrets and other intellectual property.\textsuperscript{138}

Compare the above to Avaya’s Form 10-K filed September 30, 2014. Regarding its patent holdings, Avaya stated the following:

As of September 30, 2014, we had approximately 5,400 patents and pending patent applications, including foreign counterpart patents and foreign applications. Our patents and pending patent applications cover a wide range of products and services involving a variety of technologies, including, but not limited to, unified communications (including video, social media, telephony and messaging), contact centers, wireless communications and networking. The durations of our patents are determined by the laws of the country of issuance. For the U.S., patents may be 17 years from the date of issuance of the patent or 20 years from the date of its filing, depending upon when the patent application was filed. In addition, we hold numerous trademarks, both in the U.S. and in other countries.

We will obtain patents and other intellectual property rights used in connection with our business when practicable and appropriate. Historically, we have done so organically or through commercial relationships as well as in connection with acquisitions.\(^{139}\)

Noticeably, Avaya does not disclose any information in its 2014 Form 10-K about licenses it has received from other entities, which is a difference from its 2011 Form 10-K in which it discloses that it received licenses to Lucent Technologies’ patents and third-party patents.\(^{140}\) Likewise, the 2014 Form 10-K doesn’t include any information about patent acquisitions.\(^{141}\) The omission means either (a) Avaya received licenses or acquired patents in 2013–2014 that it believed were not material, or (b) Avaya did not receive any licenses or acquire any patents.


\(^{140}\) See generally id.; see Avaya 2011 Annual Report, supra note 138, at 20.

\(^{141}\) See generally Avaya 2014 Annual Report, supra note 139.
In its 2011 Form 10-K, Avaya stated the following regarding patent-related risks:

*From time to time, assertions of infringement of certain patents or other intellectual property rights of others have been made against us. In addition, certain pending claims are in various stages of litigation. Based on industry practice, we believe that any licenses or other rights that might be necessary for us to continue with our current business could be obtained on commercially reasonable terms. However, we cannot assure you that any of those licenses or other rights will always be available on acceptable terms or that litigation will not occur. The failure to obtain necessary licenses or other rights, or litigation arising out of such claims, could adversely affect our business.*

For more information concerning the risks related to patents, trademarks and other intellectual property, please see . . . “Risk Factors—Risks Related to Our Business—We may be subject to litigation and infringement claims, which could cause us to incur significant expenses or prevent us from selling our products or services.”

Compare the above quotation with Avaya’s 2014 Form 10-K, in which it stated the following regarding license obligations and other patent risks:

*We also have licenses to intellectual property for the manufacture, use and sale of our products.*

. . . .

*We are dependent on our intellectual property. If we are not able to protect our proprietary rights or if those rights are invalidated or circumvented, our business may be adversely affected. We may be subject to litigation and infringement claims, which could cause us to incur significant expenses or prevent us from selling our products or services.*

---

... [N]or can assurances be made that any of our patents, patent applications or our other intellectual property or proprietary rights will not be challenged, invalidated or circumvented . . . . Patent litigation and other challenges to our patents and other proprietary rights are costly and unpredictable and may prevent us from marketing and selling a product in a particular geographic area. If we are unable to protect our proprietary rights, we may be at a disadvantage to others who did not incur the substantial time and expense we incurred to create our products.\textsuperscript{143}

The noticeable addition in 2014 is with regard to a general susceptibility to patent challenges or invalidations that could affect the business. Although only a general statement, this information is seemingly more relevant, or material, in 2014 than in 2011, given the trend of activities highlighted in Part I.\textsuperscript{144} Avaya is more direct about the channels through which it intends or does obtain patent rights, and that they do not rely solely on its own organic efforts. Similarly, Avaya adds that while it believes it can obtain licenses it needs under reasonable terms, it cannot promise that to investors.\textsuperscript{145} While this level of detail may not be what investors need or desire, in comparison to other public companies this is actually a lot of information.

Compare Avaya’s Forms 10-K with that of Google. Google did not provide as much information about its own patent portfolio as does Avaya, such as the number of patents it holds.\textsuperscript{146} Instead, Google offered the following as it relates to its own patents:

> Our patents, trademarks, trade secrets, copyrights, and other intellectual property rights are important assets for us. Various events outside of our control pose a threat to our intellectual property rights, as well as to our products, services and technologies. For example, effective intellectual property protection may not be

\textsuperscript{143} Avaya 2014 Annual Report, supra note 139, at 19–23 (emphasis added).
\textsuperscript{144} See supra Part I.
\textsuperscript{145} See Avaya 2014 Annual Report, supra note 139, at 19.
available in every country in which our products and services are distributed or made available through the Internet. Also, the efforts we have taken to protect our proprietary rights may not be sufficient or effective.\(^{147}\)

Noticeably, Google did not offer any information about the manner in which it grows or intends to grow its portfolio, whether it relies solely on organic growth or acquisition.\(^ {148}\) Moreover, Google did not provide any information about licenses or acquisitions, despite the fact that we know they have been very active in that manner.\(^ {149}\) Regarding patent risks and licensing obligations, Google offered a bit more transparency:

New laws and regulations (or new interpretations of existing laws and regulations) may also impact our business. For example, current and new patent laws such as U.S. patent laws and European patent laws may affect the ability of companies, including us, to protect their innovations and defend against claims of patent infringement. The costs of compliance with these laws and regulations are high and are likely to increase in the future.

\[
\ldots \] Patent holding companies may continue to seek to monetize patents they have purchased or otherwise obtained. As we have grown, the intellectual property rights claims against us have increased and may continue to increase as we develop new products, services, and technologies.

\(^{147}\) Id. at 11.

\(^{148}\) See id. at 10–11.

We have had patent, copyright, and trademark infringement lawsuits filed against us claiming that certain of our products, services, and technologies infringe the intellectual property rights of others. Adverse results in any of these lawsuits may include awards of substantial monetary damages, costly royalty or licensing agreements (if licenses are available at all). 

Although we seek to obtain patent protection for our innovations, it is possible we may not be able to protect some of these innovations. Moreover, we may not have adequate patent or copyright protection for certain innovations that later turn out to be important. Furthermore, there is always the possibility, despite our efforts, that the scope of the protection gained will be insufficient or that an issued patent may be deemed invalid or unenforceable.150

One omission of note, compared to Avaya, is that Google fails to mention a need or potential need to license patents, or that it believes reasonable licensing terms may always be obtainable.151 Recall that Avaya offered that it “[has] licenses to intellectual property for the manufacture, use and sale of our products” and it “believe[s] that any licenses or other rights that might be necessary for us to continue with our current business could be obtained on commercially reasonable terms.”152 Google, on the other hand, provides no disclosure about licenses it has obtained or may need to continue its business.153 It only references a need to pay money for use of third-party patent rights in the context of an adverse judgment in a lawsuit or other claim against them.154

150 See Google Inc., supra note 146, at 10–11 (emphasis added). Despite recognizing “the costs of compliance with these laws and regulations are high and are likely to increase in the future,” Google does not mention the hefty costs it has itself spent to lobby patent law changes which directly affect the ability to enforce patents based on the identity of the patent holder or type of patent. See id.

151 See id.


153 See Google Inc., supra note 146.

154 See id. at 13.
Compare Avaya and Google’s disclosures with that of General Electric. In its Form 10-K filed on June 30, 2014, General Electric only mentions patents while listing its “Intangible Assets subject to Amortization,” and even then it is titled “patents and technology” generally.\textsuperscript{155} There is no mention of the company’s dependence upon patented technology or obligations or potential risks related to licensing third-party patents or invalidation of its own patents.\textsuperscript{156}

\textbf{B. Form 8-Ks and Patent Information}

As discussed in Part III, the questions of whether information should be disclosed in a Form 8-K generally involves a determination of materiality of the information or event, and the risk of having to endure a securities fraud allegation also depends on whether the officers that signed off on certain disclosures knew or should have known that they were omitting certain material information.

The materiality of patent information and whether an investor would consider it to change the “total mix” of information it needs or has depends a lot on how important patents really are to the value of a company. A determination about information specific to certain patents only, however, would likely be a case-by-case determination that includes factors such as (a) the number of total patents held by the company and the number of patents that are relevant to the information, and (b) the importance or relevance of the patents in question to the core business operations of the company. Under the language of Item 2.01 of Form 8-K—Completion of Acquisition or Disposition of Assets of the Company—most patent acquisitions or sales by a company as large as and with a patent portfolio the size of IBM will likely not meet the ten percent of assets threshold.\textsuperscript{157} For example, even if all of IBM’s 1,899 patents in CPC G06Q were invalid, which they are not, it would not come close to equaling ten percent of its assets, or even its patent assets.\textsuperscript{158} However, since the value of all patents are not equal, and the value of any particular patent to a company can be critical (con-

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[156] \textit{Id}.
\item[157] FORM 8-K, supra note 111, at 6–7.
\item[158] According to Innography, IBM has 94,260 granted U.S. patents as of April 17, 2015. See Search Performed Using Innography (on file with author).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
sider Apple’s “swipe-to-unlock” patent), such an acquisition or disposition event should not be based solely on the number of patents.

Consider Item 2.02 of Form 8-K and its requirement to disclose “material non-public information.” Assuming that we would be able to determine that the hypothetical invalidation of 1,899 IBM patents would be material information, the next question is whether their susceptibility to invalidation, or even to a reduced enforceability, is already public information or information that IBM knows but would not dare tell anyone else. The Alice decision is public, as is all of the literature discussing its impact on software, information processing business method patents. However, IBM’s patent holdings that are particularly susceptible to invalidation or a lack of enforceability as a result of the ruling and the current IPR environment is not readily accessible information. I was able to determine that IBM had 1,899 patents in the Alice CPC, but I did so using Innography, a software tool that is not free or cheap. Further, only IBM patent experts, and not the public or potential investors, know which of its patents within this group are particularly valuable or to be relied upon for current or future business operations. If IBM has promoted a new product or software, and that product or software relies on patent protection from a patent that is now more susceptible to invalidation because of recent court rulings or the current IPR environment, should that be information disclosed to shareholders or potential investors?

With regard to knowledge and the scienter element, consider information related to licensing obligations and patent risk. As it relates to director fiduciary duties to monitor patent risk taking, I have already proposed that a higher accountability to shareholders may be worthwhile for both the corporation and the shareholder. As demonstrated in this Part, not all companies disclose patent licensing obligations. However, many companies know they have potential licensing obligations that are only unmaterialized at the moment because the patent owner has not asserted the patents or offered a license yet. For example, as demonstrated in this Part,

159 FORM 8-K, supra note 111, at 7.
160 See, e.g., Carbonneau, supra note 89.
161 See McClure, supra note 2.
there are thousands of patents that are essential to the IEEE 802.11n standard. If we take just the patents at issue in the In re Innovatio case, nineteen essential patents, which were determined essential to the standard by Judge Holderman, any company that produces or sells 802.11n compliant products and which is unlicensed under the patents—directly or by exhaustion—knows it has a patent risk and potential licensing obligation related to these patents. Indeed, Innovatio IP Ventures, LLP filed a new case against public company Marvell (NASDAQ: MRVL) on March 16, 2015.162

When the patents were determined essential by Judge Holderman in 2013, should Marvell—who knows it makes 802.11n compliant products163—have disclosed the fact that it was infringing these patents without a license and that it could have a license obligation in the future? The importance of the information to potential investors and shareholders is undoubtedly critical. After all, when a federal jury in Pittsburgh ordered Marvell to pay a $1.17 billion award for infringing Carnegie Mellon patents covering integrated circuits in 2013, Marvell’s stock price fell to its lowest point of $6.98 per share, resulting in an approximate market capitalization of around $3.4 billion dollars—half of what it is today.164 License information is also not available to investors, as only Marvell knows which patents it holds a license to and which it does not. Executed licenses are typically confidential, and publicly stating that a company does not hold licenses to the patents it is likely infringing poses obvious risks that would be enough to drive any attorney up the wall. But the answer cannot just be that investors get the short end of the stick, can it? Marvell could rely on the fact that the essentiality of the Innovatio patents and the compliance of its products with

---


the 802.11n standard are both public pieces of information, and investors should put this information together to assume there could be a licensing obligation if Marvell is not licensed. The “could” and “if” of that determination, however, were incredibly expensive bets to be on the wrong side of in Marvell’s loss against Carnegie Mellon.

The formula for determining materiality and what is “non-public” related to any patent information is not clear, nor do I believe it could be proscribed by a bright-line-rule. What is clear, however, is that more information than what is currently being offered is owed to investors and should be required by statute or the courts. The main reason for this is twofold: (1) patent information is important, if not critical, to accurate investment decisions, and (2) most patent information is not easily obtainable by shareholders and, in many cases, is not obtainable at all.

C. Patent Information is Important to Shareholders

In general, empirical studies have proven that patent information such as patent litigation events do affect shareholder value. Other studies have offered that as much as eighty percent of corporate value may be attributable to intangible assets. The Marvell example already highlighted in this example puts it in perspective—a public company stock that hit an all-time low as a result of a patent litigation loss, when information known by Marvell and not disclosed to investors could have prevented the bath that some investors had to take. The importance of information related to the potential devaluation of a patent portfolio, however, cannot be a “one-size-fits-all” determination. For small pharmaceutical or biotech companies that rely on one or a few families of patents for exclusive rights to build market share, the devaluation of a portfolio is a significant event. If, for example, the investors of Acorda Therapeutics (NASDAQ: ACOR) could have been given some warning that their patent was susceptible to invalidation before activist shareholder Kyle Bass filed his IPR, it could have saved them sig-

165 See NAM & NAM, supra note 1.
166 Ocean Tomo’s Intangible Asset Market Value Study, supra note 1.
significant money. Share prices fell almost ten percent following the IPR filing.167

D. Important Patent Information is Not Available to Shareholders

To guard against rampant securities fraud allegations and protect business judgment decisions, courts have established an interpretation of the scienter pleading requirement that is “the most demanding in the country.”168 This heightened standard has its merits. The question becomes this: as it relates to patent information such as knowledge of patent infringement, where do we draw the line between a risk preventative business strategy and a conscious decision not to disclose important information to investors? Patent licensing information is not available to shareholders, and so they could never know for sure if a company has a patent infringement risk or not. Similarly, the importance of certain patents to current and future business prospects, as well as the potential for certain patents to be invalid, is information that experts inside of a company know and (not without good reason) do not disclose publicly.